Reinventing and Revolutionizing Recruiting for the Common Good

Overview of randrr

Forbes ranked Jacksonville as

randrr is the people’s platform for making smart career choices.
Online or mobile, the intuitive and powerful technology puts big
data in the hands of people who want to know how marketable they
are and how their skills stack up in the competitive jobs landscape.
randrr helps people know their worth and where they stand in the job
search process, and protects their personal privacy. randrr even helps
people discover jobs and career paths to dream jobs. randrr puts the
information needs of people — not recruiters or companies — first.

ONE OF THE FASTEST
GROWING REGIONS
for high-tech jobs

Jacksonville named one of the

TOP
30
“BEST PLACES
for Tech Entrepreneurs to Live”

by TechInsurance

Roles Represented by randrr in Jacksonville
DataFox ranked Jacksonville

• Software Developers

• Data Science Professionals

• Software Engineers

• Corporate Functions

• Software Architects

• Product Development Professionals

as the #2 “BEST CITY

for Tech (outside CA and NY)”
“ THE DEPTH AND AVAILABILITY

OF THE TECHNICAL TALENT
HERE IS CRITICALLY IMPORTANT

randrr’s Selection of Jacksonville

TO OUR COMPANY AND WILL

randrr officially
announces the
launch of the
Jacksonville tech
center and establishes
its corporate
headquarters

randrr considers
Jacksonville as
the new site for
its corporate
headquarters

JANUARY

Currently 35
staff, primarily
software engineers
and architects
and data science
professionals

MAY

2016

BE A PART OF MAKING JACKSONVILLE

A WORLD-CLASS TECH HOTSPOT. ”

- Terry Terhark, Owner
and CEO, randrr

DECEMBER

2016
MARCH

SUSTAIN OUR GROWTH FOR
YEARS TO COME. WE HOPE TO

2016

2017

NOVEMBER

2016

2016

randrr picks
Jacksonville for
its new tech
venture

New office
space opens

randrr plans to hire
200 professionals
in the software and
data fields, and for
other corporate
positions, within the
next 24 months

Highlights
72% increase in
tech employment
in JAX

$9 million
investment in the
local economy
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Jacksonville ranks
#9 in the U.S. for
tech jobs
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